PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

WORDPRESS
SERVICES
Among all Content Management Systems, WordPress takes the cake when
it comes to usability, community support, adoption, and flexibility. But
beneath the surface lies complexity. Server architecture, backups, security
hardening, maintenance, and customization all demand expert support.
Local, private hosting with the expertise to match
Atomic Cloud® private Infrastructure as a Service managed entirely by Atomic Data
SOC 2 Type II attested providing peace of mind that your backend is secure

Expert architects to design high-availability deployments, create staging/production
instances, map out disaster recovery, integrate a CDN, assess existing deployments, and more

Security hardening for your front-door to the world

Widespread adoption means widespread cyber attacks, making WordPress the most attacked CMS on the
market. Our engineers fight back through a comprehensive and diligent approach to security hardening.
Security & policy scan of cookie security, content security policies, cross-site scripting
protections, and other HTTP security best practices

Account audit & hardening to ensure user lists are current, permissions are correct, password
policies are strict, multi-factor authentication is enabled, and insider risk is mitigated
Security plugins like Wordfence are deployed and configured to provide IP blacklisting,
firewall rules, reputation checks, geo-blocking, site-wide scanning, and advanced logging

Patch management for WordPress Core and third-party plugins ensures vulnerabilities are
patched quickly and cannot be used to compromise your site
PROTECTS AGAINST THESE
WORDPRESS ATTACKS

Brute Force Attack

Malware

DDoS Attack

SQL Injection

Cross-Site Scripting

Unpatched Versions

On-going maintenance, support, and customization
Site backups, DNS/domain management, minor/major updates and site testing

24x7 expert support for site troubleshooting, critical issues, and resource mentorship

Theme and plugin development extend WordPress functionality to your wildest dreams,
allowing you to alter the look, feel, and feature-set of your sites

SCHEDULE YOUR SITE ASSESSMENT TODAY!
SAFE. SIMPLE. SMART.

Contact info@atomicdata.com or your Account Coordinator
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